This is a pattern for a tiny bunny! It's only 1.5â€“standing! It's a member of Oh, so tiny! Collection. Oh, so tiny! Collection has been created especially for those who (like me) love tiny things. It consists of eight cute animals: elephant, giraffe, rabbit, owl, sheep, reindeer, bear and turtle. Each amigurumi is not larger than 1.5â€“(2,5cm) high, sitting. Why so tiny? Because small is beautiful. And tiny is cute. Plus, being that tiny they can double as a key ring, stitch marker or even an earring. Can you go even smaller? Well, of course you can! I designed them to be tiny enough to be smaller than usual amis and big enough to be relatively easy to make. You can also try making the animals from these patterns with the thinnest thread and tiniest hook you can find and they'll be even smaller. Oh So Tiny Bunny book. Read 48 reviews from the world's largest community for readers. During the day, Oh So Tiny Bunny is very, very small. But at night...Â… Don't worry! It passes. 3) Oh So Tiny Bunny by David Kirk was a bit of a disappointment for me. All of my love for this book can be found in those baby blues on the cover. Those big blue pools of cuteness pulled me right in! A tiny bunny's nighttime flights of fancy soar straight up to the stars. Oh So Tiny (Oh So for short) starts off his story as just another little bunny playing with ordinary garden creatures. But he longs to be bigger as a dragon, a forest and even a mountain, echoing the feelings of the 2- and 3-year-olds who will grab onto this story and demand repeated rereadings. As Oh So's fantasy expands, he becomes taller than a forest and bigger than bears and mountains. He finds gigantic, tree-sized clover and drives a train of crunch carrots as big as railroad cars, with carrot-shaped fish swimming... Ä... Keep dreaming, little Oh So. You are oh so sweet. (Picture book. 2-5). English translation by PandaKittenhybrid (checked by Kagamine Neko and Serene Snowfall). Vocadb. Vocadb - Hime's version. Hatsune Miku wiki. Categories: Songs published in 2020. Vocaloid original songs. Japanese original songs. GUMI original songs. Meika Hime original songs. Flower original songs. Meika Mikoto original songs. Youman songs list. Intervention Required. Pages in need of English translation. Community content is available under CC-BY-SA unless otherwise noted.